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Abstract

The present article is aimed to identify origins and evolution of environmental problems characteristic for Middle Volga Region in the second half of the XXth century. The approach applied for the research allows to analyze the industrial growth of the country from a totally new level, to observe the course, character and peculiarities of its impact on the ecological degradation that determines the critical condition of environment at the present stage. The article reveals the results of historical and ecological analysis conducted by Russian and foreign researchers on issues of a human and environment interaction; they make it possible to designate for Russia such perspective scientific guidelines of studying contradictions in the system “human nature” as: origins and evolution of industrial pollution, ecological problems of urbanized territories, dynamics of natural resources exhaustion, water utilization history. The materials of this article may facilitate the efficient usage of economic, technological, moral and organizational methods aimed to impact the developing economic system, its highest ecologization.
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1. Introduction

The historical approach to the characteristic of the major industrial pollutants in a specific region has brought out their close interrelation with the process of the previous economic development of the country when for a long period natural resources were used according to the postulate of their infinity and invariance. The development of the USSR strong industrial base was accompanied with intensive forest devastation, decrease in natural soil fertility, large-scale pollution of rivers and other negative processes that resulted in a strong interconnected triad: heavy industry—ecology—population health. Industrial progress culminated in a huge volume of pollution in the biosphere which negatively influenced soils, vegetation, reservoirs, atmosphere and a human.

The guideline of the historical and ecological research allowed to determine the following regularities of environmental pollution caused by industrial production:

— the impact of industrial production on the degree of surrounding environment ecological safety (atmospheric air, water objects, subsoil, land, vegetable and animal resources condition) is complicated and equivocal. The most indicative example of environment pollution is atmospheric air, where the emission of ingredients characteristic to those types of productions which are most developed in the specific region or city of Russia are determining;

— the technogenic impact of industrial enterprises and objects of municipal economy perniciously affects the quality condition of water resources. The areas of contaminated water are increasing due to the fact that new local sources of pollution are appearing, but what aggravates the situation is the fact that in many cases different toxic substances begin to mix up and are getting intensified. By estimates of Russian water management and nature protection bodies, a significant amount of polluting substances from enterprises of ferrous and nonferrous metallurgy, chemical, petrochemical, coal, machine-building, pulp and paper industry, objects of power and housing and communal services get into surface water. Water sources in a number of regions of Middle and Lower Volga, South Ural are the most polluted;
— the development of industry and transport networks inevitably leads to the growth of anthropogenic burden upon land resources. Along with noticeable changes in the lithosphere as the result of mining by an open way, the pollution and littering of lands because of town-planning and other technogenic activity have also become significant ecological problems. Among substances polluting soil there prevail radionuclides, oil and oil products, heavy metals, dioxin and dioxin-like toxicants, etc.;

— among technogenic burdens the environment experiences and that impact the condition of land resources, the problem of production wastes and consumption deserves special attention. The problem of solid household waste (SHW) accumulation and removal is particularly urgent in large cities and megalopolises with the population over 1 million people.

The historical and ecological analysis of the most nature destroying industries of Middle Volga region (oil, energy, chemical, petrochemical, machine-building) has revealed specifics of some productions impact on the environment; they are caused by the emission of some impurities the structure of which can comprise dozens of thousands of substances. It allowed to confirm the conclusion that environmental problems are interconnected with various aspects of productive forces placement, and basically with territorial unevenness and resource attachment to the placement. This and insufficient work of treatment facilities result in steadily high environmental pollution at the present stage. In this regard the most important condition aimed at the solution of many local nature protection problems that, in its essence, make a general global environmental problem, is the elaboration of such a long-term strategy of industrial centers (regions) development which would mean its high-quality change, including transformation into a closed complex. The world practice testifies to the necessity of industrial units ecological modernization of various productions that provide maximum possible consecutive, irrevocable production cycles the main task of which consists in the reduction of harmful emissions in the environment.

Due to the integrity of the problem and deep inner interconnection of all the components and phenomena, the solution of this problem should be undertaken by representatives of different scientific spheres, the key role should be given to history science (Kalimullin, 2014; Tvedt, 2010). Its major task concerning the study of ecological issues is to seek new paradigms of civilizational development on the basis of the previous experience analysis the human has obtained while interacting with nature; this will undoubtedly enrich human’s ideas about possible ecological-economic contradictions (Kalimullin, 2006; Al-Nawafleh, 2005; Walliss, 2012; Wikan, 2012).

2. Methodological Framework

Chronological framework of this research is limited to the period of the 1950-1990s; it is characterized as one of the most difficult and inconsistent periods in national history. The second half of the XXth century was rich in important events of social and economic life; there were numerous attempts of economic reforms within the existing system that had direct impact on the formation of environmental problems.

A substantial variety of the considered period allows to confirm the typicality of nature protection problems at global, national, and regional levels; these problems were caused by a large-scale program of industrial construction when new industrial and fuel and energy centers were established at the expense of natural resources wastefulness, and then, decades after, they turned into regions of ecological disasters. The second half of the XXth century is regarded as the time of humankind’s ecological consciousness development as the threat to its existence was connected not only with a nuclear apocalypse, but also with a possible ecological disaster due to destructive anthropogenic activity.

Territorial borders of the research cover the two most industrially developed regions of Middle Volga—the Republic of Tatarstan and Samara region, their economic indicators allowed them to enter the number of leading subjects of the Russian Federation at the turn of the XX-XXIth centuries, and to be ranked as a small group coming nearer to a post-industrial level according to some indicators. Total volumes of industrial production of the considered regions make respectively about 8% of all-Russian and more than 35% of the integrated indicators of 14 subjects of the Volga federal district.

The history of industrial complexes formation and development in the Republic of Tatarstan and Samara region in the second half of the XXth century in the structure of which mechanical engineering, oil production, power, chemistry and petro-chemistry have a dominating position, generally corresponds to the most important tendencies of the USSR economic development during the post-war period; that gives a chance to reveal regularities of ecological situation aggravation not only in a specific region, but also in the country as a whole. The experience of similar regions development is important due to the fact that it proves the typicality of reasons that cause an intense ecological situation in industrially developed regions of Russia, which historically
developed due to the exclusive concentration of group “A” industrial enterprises that were established without scientifically reasonable calculations of urbanized territory ecological capacity, without regarding their climatic, economic, and demographic features.

3. Results

The process of leading industrial centers development in the second half of the XXth century has rather complex and inconsistent character. These decades take an important place in the economic development of the considered regions. Statistical comparisons testify that for a long time the rates of their industrial growth significantly advanced all-union ones, especially in the period of the VIII-X Five-Year-Plans (1966-1980). Summary indicators of industrial production growth in Samara region and the Republic of Tatarstan for the 1960-1990s are significant; they are 703% and 671% respectively.

Prerequisites of huge industrial breakthrough during the considered period were established in the years of Soviet industrialization, and they were strengthened by considerable structural changes during the military period. In 1941-1945 in the Tatar Republic and Kuibyshev area there appeared a number of new industrial branches some of which were based on more than 150 evacuated enterprises that determined the main directions of further industrial development in Middle Volga region. Fast repurpose and adaptation of industrial production to the conditions of the peace time accompanied with restoration, reconstruction of old and construction of new industrial enterprises become the most important task of post-war economy recovery in the region.

Developed industrial basis with the subsequent attraction of large financial, material, human resources allowed to create leading industrial centers of the Russian Federation in the second half of the XXth century. The powerful production potential focused originally on the extraction and processing of natural resources promoted the development and expansion of other industries. At the same time, during practical implementation of economic plans at the specified period there were brought out some disadvantages of an economic mechanism operating at that time, the inefficiency of the super-centralized economy. Objective economic and technical evaluation did not dominate; departmental dissociation, failures in the implementation of planned decisions involved their non-performance and falsification.

In the 1950-1980s the main specialization of the Tatar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic and Kuibyshev area was defined: the first became a machine-building and oil-extracting region with the accompanying development of petro-chemistry, power, and to a lesser extent other branches; the second developed into a versatile military-industrial region with defence, chemical, aviation industries, mechanical engineering and oil production.

The comparative analysis of Middle Volga leading industrial sectors development allows to assume that natural minerals (oil and gas) and the subsequent formation of oil and gas industries determined the development of petro-chemistry and chemistry, and also indirectly stimulated the growth of machine-building, power and some other branches. Large capital investments, involvement of people and equipment from other regions of the country made it possible to build a significant industrial complex in the 1950-1960s. Labor collectives, economic bodies had to solve challenging scientific, technical, organizational, and administrative tasks in specific conditions. Many facilities realized pilot projects where new equipment and technology, new approaches to work arrangement were tested and introduced.

The intention of the USSR ministries and departments to concentrate industry on a certain territory resulted in the formation of several industrial centers in Middle Volga industrially developed regions in the second half of the XXth century. So, by the 1990s there had appeared Nizhnekamsk territorial and production complex, Kazan-Zelenodolsky, and Almetyevsk-Bugulma industrial units on the territory of Tatarstan; Samara, Tolyatti and Syzran industrial units had grown in Samara region. The industrial structure of Middle Volga industrially developed regions generally corresponded to the national economy; it was characterized by the dominance of heavy industry, super-developed defense industry, insignificant share of light industry.

Main economic indicators assessment of the considered regions allowed to conclude that in difficult conditions that Russian economy experienced in the 1990s the industrial sector of the Republic of Tatarstan and Samara region kept their potential, their opportunities for growth. Their power systems are one of the largest in the country, regions are still among leaders of oil production in the Russian Federation, their share in chemical and petrochemical production is considerable that along with powerful scientific, technical and personnel potential, convenient geographical position creates conditions for further stable economic development.

Materials of central and regional archives reveal the nature destroying character of Soviet economic strategy that implied the left-over principle in planning and implementation of nature protection actions. The main indicators
of environmental management planning were the volumes of capital investments in conservation, launched treatment capacities etc. All actions were, as a rule, carried out as a part of construction projects where there were no indicators reflecting final social and economic results of nature protection actions. It, in turn, did not allow to estimate the ecologic-economic efficiency of expenses to the full extent. Environmental protection was considered as an additional expense of the society which it had to bear in connection with the productive forces development that, naturally, did not facilitate environmental management optimization and ecological situation improvement.

The increased attention of the state to nature protection problems since the 1960s reflected in the adoption of legal acts, various governmental and party decisions did not lead to cardinal changes of operating regulation system and thus caused notorious expansion of ecological crisis. The formalized character of adopted acts initially made their content, they were not backed up by the effective mechanism of their implementation the core of which should form economic principles of environmental management.

The intense ecological situation which had developed by the end of the century in many largest cities and industrially developed regions of Russia became its natural result. The Republic of Tatarstan and Samara region are the largest pollutants of the Volga pool. The environmental pollution within these areas exceeds average values across the Russian Federation by 3-5 times.

Ecological problems of Middle Volga were caused, first of all, by a high concentration of oil-extracting, oil-processing and petrochemical enterprises which turned into the largest producers of some types of products. The availability of industrial giants that mainly grew in post-war years resulted in gradual transformation of Tatarstan and Samara region into the center of urgent ecological situation that is mostly obvious in such industrial centers as Samara, Tolyatti, Syzran, Kazan, Nizhnekamsk, and other cities.

4. Discussions

Scientific publications, a number of special works aimed at studying tendencies of technogenic impact on the environment developed within the frames of ecological history made the foundation for foreign researches characteristic.

Origin and evolution of environmental problems on urbanized territories attracted a great interest of foreign researchers: historical roots of such phenomena as air pollution, water consumption, and sewer systems development, waste collection and recycle, health care issues, dam, reservoirs, roads, transportation construction consequences were studied by Te Brake (1975), Gugliotta (2000), Stradling and Thorsheim (1999); Hipkins and Watts (1996), environment damage caused by construction of dams and channels, by destruction of rivers, violation of underground waters structure, erosion of coastlines, development of irrigational systems, construction of hydroelectric power stations were considered by Cook (1999), Paavola (2002), Schneider (1996), Pisani (2000), Velayutham (2001) and White (2000).

From the point of view of oil-extracting regions development, the historical works that show various aspects of water use in this branch and that allow to reveal and explain long-term consequences of human’s various invasions in the lithosphere resulted in unpredictable processes - earthquakes, terrestrial failures, etc. are very important (Black, 1998; Santiago, 1998; Quam-Wickham, 1998).

Among less developed guidelines of historical and ecological researches there should be singled out the works that reveal in the context of their impact on nature the consequences of new chemical production (aniline, plastic, pesticides, etc.) introduced into mass production in the XXth century (Meikle, 1997; Travis, 1997), development and expansion of automobile production industry (McCarthy, 2001), process of industrial impact on land resources (Cumbler, 2000; LeCain, 2000), changes of economic and social significance of some natural resources during various historical periods (iron, aluminum, uranium, low-grade ores, rubber, oil) (Rosenberg, 1972), influences of the polluted environment on human’s health (Platt, 2000).

Summing up the review of foreign researches, the author draws a conclusion that the formation of such a wide range of private research tasks within one of the directions of ecological history testifies not only to the relevance of the studied issues, but also shows its scientific significance and versatility that open good perspectives for further researches.

Steady interest in environmental issues study, search of ways of their solution was developed in Russian historiography in the second half of the XXth century. Significant growth in quantity and the importance of publications of scientific and popular scientific character, extension of research activity, increase of researchers representing various guidelines (biology, geography, ecology, economy, philosophy, jurisprudence, medicine) became indicators of these positive changes. However, a purposeful approach of historians to human nature
Historical researches of the 1980s which were mainly focused on the history of ecological policy of the country allowed to expand considerably the content of the issue, to concentrate attention not on separate natural elements, but on nature as a whole (Alimov, 1982; Gritsenko, 1982). In the 1990s the range of historical works on ecological policy considerably extends, important sources from the funds of central and regional archives are introduced into scientific use, a number of theoretical issues are developed (Sokolov, 1994, 1995; Pushkarenko, 2000). The sources of modern environmental problems which are naturally connected with the previous economic development of the country are studied more objectively in the works of Pidzhakov (1996), Palekhova (1991), Tupikova (1993) and other researchers.

Steady increase of historical and ecological issues promoted the emergence of special historical researches of V. Bragina, Ignatovich, and Saryan (1999), Platonova (1989) in which, along with general regularities of a human, society and nature relationship evolution, there were considered such important aspects of the issue as expansion of geography and environmental management scales, increase of industrial impact on the environment, emergence of complex ecological situations in various regions of the country. Interest provoking material was presented in thematic collections, materials of special conferences that united a wide range of historians investigating various issues concerning the history of society and nature reciprocal influence and interaction. There can also be singled out some works that study the evolution of economic environmental management attempts to study this process, that has become urgent due to the exhaustion of many raw stocks of the country, were undertaken by Vasilyeva (1985), Bondareva (1999), Matveeva (1996) and others.

The most important from the positions of methodological approaches updating are pioneer works of Ural scientists Gavrilova (1992), Bakunina (1991), Kuzmina, Orudzhiev, and Alferova (1997), Tolstikova (1999) and other researchers that explore the history of natural resources opening and operation in eastern regions of the country, ecological consequences of powerful industrial basis establishment, adaptation of a human to the conditions of new development.

Similar innovative researches organically integrated into historical and ecological perspective that is being developed in Russian and foreign historiography; such aspects as the analysis of various aspects of humankind and nature relationship during different historical periods, and realization of important predictive function of historical science make its subject. In this regard scientists’ awareness about the necessity to understand the versatility of historical process by obtaining ecological experience gained by humankind, understanding of its place and mission in the world is naturally determined. As one of the components of this task there has been put forward in the research the need to study objectively and completely the development of Russian industry in its integrity with consistently increasing technogenic impact on the environment; the results of this study should be reflected in works on Russian and regional history.

5. Conclusion

Thus, the priority guideline of ecological history is a historical research of ecologic-economic contradictions that grew in number dramatically since the first stages of human evolution. Consumer attitude to nature and natural resources that was developed for thousands of years and led to disequilibrium in ecosystems has become the most important reason for crisis of society and nature relationship.

The analysis of Russian and foreign researches on issues of a human and environment interaction, the typical feature of which is its interdisciplinary character, allowed to define that the historical and ecological perspective began to develop abroad since the 1960s, and in Russia only in the 1980-1990s. Special researches of foreign ecological historians that have been characterized in this article, made it possible to designate such perspective for Russian scientific guidelines of studying contradictions in a human nature system as: origins and evolution of industrial pollution, environmental problems of urbanized territories, dynamic of natural resources exhaustion, water resources management history.

In the second half of the XXth century the world economy, and especially industrial production, entered the period of deep transformation of capitalism caused by dynamic changes in the development of productive forces in connection with the third scientific and technical revolution accompanied with the transition that began from the 1970s to resource- and labor-saving, environmentally friendly, knowledge-intensive productions and technologies. Technological inferiority of the USSR became the reason why the Russian Federation was considered as the country the territory of which is characterized by significant ecological degradation. Heavy industry, oil production, power, chemistry and petro-chemistry which long-term development was constantly
dictated by industrial interests without due consideration of ecological factors had and continues to render the main impact on a quality condition of natural resources.

A tough ecological situation in industrially developed regions of the country resulted in a sharp disequilibrium between reproduction of natural and ecological potential and its disproportionate consumption, pollution and violation of the main components of environment. For many decades, social and economic development of large industrial centers of the country was in directive dependence on the state strategy in the development of productive forces which was often determined by industrial ministries of all-union significance. The consequence of technocratic approaches on the territory of Middle Volga region is that they have become powerful industrial zones, their technological functioning was the main reason for quality decrease of surrounding environment
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